Netwrix PolicyPak
Modern Desktop Management for the “Anywhere” workforce

In today’s hybrid work environment, users need to access their desktops, laptops and other devices at the office, at home, while traveling, through kiosks and virtually. But many organizations are struggling to manage and secure their IT ecosystem because not all Windows and Mac endpoint management software systems were designed for modern distributed scenarios. Netwrix PolicyPak enables you to solve your endpoint management and endpoint protection challenges wherever users get work done, modernizing and extending the power of your existing enterprise technology assets.

**PROTECT WINDOWS AND MAC ENDOPOINTS FROM RANSOMWARE AND MALICIOUS CHANGES**

Prevent users from installing unknown software and manage how they use removable storage. Protect application settings from malicious and inadvertent changes and validate that Group Policy settings are deployed correctly.

**ACCELERATE PRODUCTIVITY WHEREVER WORK GETS DONE**

Deploy software and custom OS settings to any Windows endpoint, whether domain-joined, MDM enrolled or virtual. Consolidate Group Policy objects (GPOs), automate scripts, simplify VPN management and more.

**ENFORCE AND MAINTAIN COMPLIANCE FOR WINDOWS ENDOPOINTS**

Meet security and compliance requirements for application control by closely regulating Java, browser and application settings.

**CUSTOMER FEEDBACK**

“Netwrix PolicyPak makes it much easier to comply with federal security mandates. In fact, in some cases, we would simply have no way to implement the mandated settings without PolicyPak. For example, we can allow granular access to particular settings for those who need them. Before PolicyPak, we would have had to open the settings for everyone, which isn’t what you want to do from a security standpoint.”

Jamie Hosley, IT Analyst, Office of Information and Technology at US Department of Veterans Affairs
Key Features of Netwrix PolicyPak

**REMOVE LOCAL ADMIN RIGHTS WITHOUT IMPACTING PRODUCTIVITY**
Reduce the risk of ransomware and other threats while meeting compliance requirements by provisioning users with only the permissions they need, not local admin rights across Windows and Mac endpoints.

**CONFIGURE, MANAGE AND DEPLOY CUSTOM OS AND DESKTOP SETTINGS**
Personalize your employees’ digital workspace by customizing file associations, Start screens, taskbars and OS feature set.

**LOCK DOWN APPLICATION, BROWSER AND JAVA SETTINGS**
Meet security and compliance requirements for application control by closely regulating Java, browser and application settings.

**REDUCE RISK BY CONTROLLING THE USE OF REMOVABLE DRIVES**
Prevent malware infection and loss of corporate data by strictly controlling the use of USB, CD-ROM and DVD devices.

**BASELINE AND VALIDATE YOUR GROUP POLICY AT SCALE**
Achieve compliance and reduce vulnerabilities by gaining certainty that Group Policy settings are configured properly and working correctly.

**REDUCE AND CONSOLIDATE GROUP POLICY OBJECTS**
Eliminate GPO sprawl to make your Windows environment cleaner, easier to manage and more secure.

**MANAGE POLICIES RIGHT FROM GPMC**
Configure and manage policy settings using the familiar Group Policy Management Editor.

**MANAGE, CONFIGURE AND DEPLOY POLICIES FROM A 100% SAAS INTERFACE**
Sleep well by choosing a vendor with over a decade of experience keenly focused on the security of Active Directory and critical data.

**DEPLOY POLICIES USING YOUR CURRENT MANAGEMENT TOOLS**
Netwrix PolicyPak integrates with many popular endpoint management and UEM tools, including Microsoft Endpoint Manager and PDQ Deploy.

Next Steps

REQUEST DEMO
netwrix.com/endpoint

CONTACT US
netwrix.com/contact